Capture speaking in larger meeting rooms
The Voice Tracker 3 microphone uses “beam forming array” microphone technology to point the microphone at each person as they speak. It is able to switch pickup direction instantly as different people participate in the conversation. The result is a more intelligible recording with reduced background noise and room resonance. Built-in noise reduction processing also enhances intelligibility, removing even severe background noise, such as video projectors, air conditioning, or street noise.

Microphone for Recording Meetings
The Voice Tracker 3 incorporates the latest array microphone technology. It captures people speaking in larger meeting rooms, while maintaining a natural sound quality, even when there is background noise. Coverage up to 20 feet away in noisy rooms and further in quiet rooms.

Voice Tracker 3 Kit
The Voice Tracker 3 microphone kit includes one array microphone, a 25 foot cable for connecting to the computer, and includes a USB audio adapter.
Microphone Dimensions: 22 inches long, 5 inches high (with the feet) and 2 inches thick.

Part Number: VT3USB